COVID-19 PANDEMIC – Current sanitary conditions
Date: 25/02/2021
MORE GENERAL RECOMMANDATIONS :
- Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth
- Wash your hands regularly
- Cough or sneeze into your sleeve or a tissue, use single-use tissues and throw
them away
- Do not shake hands or embrace one another
- Stay home if you are feeling unwell and see a doctor if you have fever or
symptoms of illness
IN FRANCE :
- The restaurants are closed except for take away
- Hotels are open but not allowed to serve meals
- The “Appart city” next to GANIL is available
- Public transportations are running, mask is mandatory
- Curfew from 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. in France. You must have a certificate from
your employer to travel during the curfew for professional reasons. If you forgot
it, you can generate one via the "TousAntiCovid" application, by checking
case 1

Maintain at least
2 meters distance
between yourself
and others

ON THE GANIL SITE :
- A quarantine period cannot be done at GANIL
- Wearing the mask is mandatory everywhere
- The social distance must be respected (1m) with mask and 2m without mask
- Hydroalcoholic gel dispensers are available in several places and should be
often used
- A maximum number of persons per room has been fixed and is indicated on
each accessing door.
- An experience team should not mix with another team. In the same room it is
important to avoid groupings around the same workstation.
- Smokers should keep a distance of at least 3m.
- A permanent video conference session will be setup between each acquisition
room and the operators to communicate. Avoid any visit to operator room.
- Face-to-face meetings are not allowed, the rule is video or audio.
- You are responsible to have the number of mask needed during your stay at
GANIL; the lab will not provide masks for experimentalists. The masks should
be of category 1 or surgical masks quality.
- GANIL's COVID contacts persons are Marie-Emilie LUCAS, Christine
LAURENT and Antoine ALEMANY. The generic email address for contacting
these 3 people is ref_covid@ganil.fr. The referents ensure the implementation
of the measures defined in this instruction and can reply to any question on the
subject. Outside working hours, contact the operators or the guards.
Meals
- The canteen is available for lunch from Monday to Friday. The number of places
are limited to 40-seated persons in the dining room per time slot. You have to
register at the welcome desk for a time slot, by filling the weekly survey.
- No breakfast can be served at the canteen during weekends and bank holidays.
- You have also the possibility to order meal trays in the same weekly survey.
- For dinners (take away tray), you have to order it at lunch time the same day,
at the latest, by filling the form available at the canteen (cashier). For weekend

Be aware that this conditions may change depending on national policy: check regularly the
evolution of this form on the GANIL web site.
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(or bank holiday) meals, you have to order it on the preceding Thursday using
the same procedure.
You have the possibility to have lunch in a room or office (not in restricted area,
nor containing chemicals or workbenches), if you are alone or more than two
meters away from another person.
When you take off your mask to take your meal or a break, you must have a
distance of two meters from the other people.
Coffee lounges or dispensers are no longer accessible.

Kitchens / Guesthouse
- The kitchens of the acquisitions are open to take meals or reheat them.
 Experimenters linked to Cimap will use the Cimap kitchen.
 Experimenters from rooms D3 / D4 / D5 / D6 will use the kitchen of the
southern acquisitions
 Experimenters from rooms G1 / G2 / G3 / G4 will use the kitchen of the
northern acquisitions
- The kitchen in guesthouse, normally used by the experimentalists, will be
closed. No access will be granted.
- The GANIL guest house will be available with half of its total capacity (i.e. 20
rooms will be available)
Health / safety
- If you have symptoms of infection from covid19:
 you have to isolate yourself,
 inform the laboratory's COVID referees (ref_covid@ganil.fr),
 undertake to perform a PCR or antigen test within two days (see the
testing center at https://www.sante.fr/cf/centres-depistage-covid.html),
 consult your attending physician and declare yourself on the health
insurance site "declare.ameli.fr/isolement/conditions" if you are a
French citizen.
- If you are declared a CONTACT CASE (by ARS or Social Security), you have
to isolate yourself (teleworking). A contact case means that you have been in
contact without protective measures with a person who tested positive for
covid19.
- If you are in contact with a contact case or symptomatic case in your entourage
while awaiting a COVID19 test result, work on site is possible with respect for
barrier gestures and not going to the canteen. Teleworking if possible, remains
privileged.

IMPORTANT NOTE :
If you have medical questions, you can call the SST during working hours
(+33231454545), which can help you with the process. Outside of working hours, if you
have health problems, call 112.
Each collaborator is responsible to take care of the travelling conditions/authorization
from his/her country to France and back from France (test obligations, quarantine, etc.)
Information for the foreign nationals wishing to enter France can be found at
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/coming-to-france/coronavirus-advice-for-foreignnationals-in-france/

Be aware that this conditions may change depending on national policy: check regularly the
evolution of this form on the GANIL web site.

